WEBCASTER X2
The most reliable encoder for social media streaming
Stream live to Facebook, YouTube, and more

Live streaming shouldn’t be complicated! Epiphan Webcaster X2™ is a dedicated encoder designed from the ground-up for live streaming to your favorite social media platform, making streaming a breeze. Pair your device once with your accounts and it remembers your settings for all future streams.
Control how you stream

Stream to your Facebook Timeline or any Group, Event, or Page you administer. On YouTube, choose to stream live now, or publish to a scheduled event. Connect a mouse and monitor to Webcaster X2 for additional configuration options.

Connect HDMI and USB video and audio sources

Stream your HDMI cameras, displays or mixers, USB webcams and microphones by connecting them to Webcaster X2’s HDMI IN or USB ports. Webcaster X2 encodes your high quality audio along with your video and streams it to your Facebook or YouTube audience.

Picture in picture (PiP) layouts and live switching

Get creative! Create PiP layouts or do a multi-camera production and switch between a USB webcam and your HDMI camera.

Multi-streaming with Switchboard Cloud

Manage multiple simultaneous streams with the powerful Switchboard Cloud.
Create **higher quality** live video for social media

- **Ethernet or Wi-Fi**
  Stream using Ethernet or Wi-Fi

- **LCD display**
  Shows your device pairing code or live streaming status

- **Pro video & audio**
  Connect your camera or mixer over HDMI

- **Multi-function button**
  Choose the streaming platform or start and stop streaming with the press of your finger

- **Live monitoring**
  Monitor your live video to see real-time comments and reactions

- **Status LED**
  Green status light blinks when you are streaming live